#nuvocig Product Review - Thrifty 4NSIC Gal

Regardless, all opinions are 100% my own.

I was given a Deluxe Kit that included flavors of my choice to sample.
I was also given their standard and ultimate batteries so I could
decide if there was a difference in the vapor hit.
In my opinion they both hit great. The standard battery hit smooth,
but the ultimate batteries seemed to be more a smoother hit and I
didn’t have to keep puffing either. Just a small puff and that was
enough. I got five different flavors that I chose and loved them all.
I recommend NuvoCig to others who are starting or have already
been using e-cigs. They are made of stainless steel and of great
quality. I noticed that the batteries have last me almost three to
four full days. It will depend how much you use your device. I used
mine a lot and still had great results with the batteries.
The standard battery is the automatic. You puff on it like a regular
cigarette. It uses cartomizers. While the hit is still smooth, at times it
does come out when puffing as not a consistent amount of puff each
time. I still recommend this one to others, because the battery life
lasts a long time and the charge time is very fast.
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The ultimate battery is thicker and has a higher voltage. It gives
bigger puffs with little puffing. On this one its manual, in that you
have to hold down on this button when puffing. The more you hold
it down, the more vapor you get. This one looks like more of tank
type. It still uses the cartomizers too!
They have so many different flavors that it is unbelievable. I tried the
vanilla, cherry, spearmint, strawberry, and cappuccino. They were all
great flavors and we not overpowering. You can choose the power
you want as well. from stronger to low strength.
I definitely recommend the Nuvocig as an alternative to smoking.
You can purchase your own HERE
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